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Abstract
Objective: Radical cystectomy is the gold standard for the treatment of muscle-invasive bladder cancer. Anterior exenteration with cystectomy is
standard practice in female patients. In this study, we aimed to evaluate the necessity of anterior exenteration in female patients who underwent
cystectomy for invasive bladder cancer.
Materials and Methods: Thirty-one women who underwent open radical cystectomy for bladder cancer between January 2010 and July 2018 were
included in the study. The demographic characteristics, pathology results and genital organ involvement of these cases were retrospectively analyzed.
Results: The mean age of the patients was 63 (range, 33-80) years. Eleven of the cases underwent anterior exenteration with cystectomy, while only
two (6%) of these cases had gynecologic organ involvement of uroepithelial origin. One patient who had positive smear sampling prior to cystectomy
also had genital organ involvement in the final pathology.
Conclusion: In the light of our findings, anterior exenteration during radical cystectomy is beneficial in patients with no expectation of advanced
sexual function or fertility to protect them from gynecological cancers that may develop simultaneously or later. However, in young patients and
patients without suspicion of invasion in preoperative evaluation, organ sparing approaches are considered appropriate.
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Introduction
Bladder cancer is the most common urinary tract malignancy in
women and is the ninth most common cancer among women
in the United States (1). The risk of occurrence in men is 3-4
times higher, but women have been reported to have local
advanced stage disease more frequently at the time of diagnosis
(1-4). Surrounding organ involvement is frequently seen in
advanced stage tumors (3,4). In women, gynecologic organ
involvement is reported to be very low (2.6%) (5). Therefore, in
the last decade organ sparing approaches have come up.
The main treatment principle in invasive bladder cancer
is eradication of the tumor, improving the quality of life
and keeping morbidity low. In anterior exenteration, uterus,
fallopian tubes, ovaries and 1/3 anterior wall of vagina are
excised besides bladder. With this surgery, the duration of the
operation is prolonged, morbidity increases, the number of
organ loss increases and postoperative sexual activity is lost.
Therefore, we retrospectively evaluated the necessity of anterior

exenteration in female patients who underwent cystectomy for
invasive bladder cancer.

Materials and Methods
Thirty-one female patients who underwent open radical
cystectomy and extended pelvic lymph node dissection for
bladder cancer between January 2010 and July 2018 were eligible
for the study. Demographic characteristics, follow-up times, final
pathology results, genital organ involvement and operative time
were recorded. Cases with and without simultaneous anterior
exenteration along with radical cystectomy were divided into
two groups and the variables between groups were compared.
Transurethral resection (TUR) was performed with the diagnosis
of primary bladder tumor before radical cystectomy in all cases
and re-TUR was performed within 2-6 weeks in cases with no
muscle sampling could be performed at the first resection.
Cystectomy was decided because of the presence of resistant
carcinoma in situ, high-grade tumor, and non-responsiveness
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to intravesical treatment in non-muscle invasive bladder
tumors. Routine laboratory tests (blood biochemistry and
complete blood count) and thoracoabdominopelvic computed
tomography were performed in all patients for staging before
surgery. Alkaline phosphatase was evaluated for possible bone
metastases and cases with metastasis were not taken into
surgery. Tumor-focused sections and dissected lymph nodes
were stained with hematoxylin-eosin and examined under
light microscope by uropathologists. The 2002 Tumor, nodes,
metastases classification was used for clinical staging (6). In the
pathological examination, the grading system adopted by the
World Health Organization in 2004 was used (7). Ileal conduit
was preferred as urinary diversion in all cases.
Statistical Analysis
Demographic and pathological data were recorded separately in
cases with and without exenteration. The results were compared
between the groups. Statistical analysis was performed using
chi-square test through SPSS Windows 21.0 package program.
p<0.05 was accepted as the minimum limit of significance.

Results
The mean age of the 31 female patients included in the study
was 63±5 years (33-80 years), with a mean follow-up of
19±6 months (3-41 months) (Table 1). According to the age,
sociocultural level, preoperative radiological and pathological
examinations, patient preference and surgeon preference,
some patients underwent simultaneous anterior exenteration
with radical cystectomy, while others did not. Eleven patients
underwent anterior exenteration and gynecologic organ
involvement was observed only in three patients (10%), and
two of these patients had bladder cancer related involvement.
Tumor tissue in the rectum, vaginal cuff, cervix, endometrium,
ovary and tuba was observed in one patient. The patient
also had metastatic involvement in the lymph node. The
case was considered as stage p4b and additional treatment
was required in the postoperative period. Only one ovarian
tumor was diagnosed in one of the other two cases. In the

detailed pathological examination of the patient’s sections, it
was accepted that the tumor was not uroepithelial in origin,
the vaginal cuff was reported as benign and the cystectomy
pathology was T1G3 and the case was considered to be
the second primary. The last case had cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia (CIN-2) pathology in smear sampling before
cystectomy. Among the patients who underwent exenteration,
four patients had benign gynecologic diseases including ovarian
cysts in two patients and endometrial polyps in two patients,
and none of the pathologies were surgical indications alone.
In two cases with gynecologic organ involvement associated
with bladder cancer, the common feature was the diagnosis of
high-grade muscle-invasive bladder tumors and lymph node
positivity was found in both cases.
Of the 13 patients who underwent smear sampling prior
to cystectomy, only one had CIN and gynecologic organ
involvement was observed in the final pathology. Although smear
was negative in six of 13 cases, exenteration was performed
and pathology was negative. In four cases, cystectomy and
exenteration were performed without smear sampling before
cystectomy, and gynecologic organ involvement was observed
in two of these cases.
None of the 20 patients who did not undergo simultaneous
anterior exenteration with cystectomy developed invasive
bladder cancer-related gynecologic organ involvement. In six
of these cases, smears were taken before cystectomy and the
samples were negative. There was no significant difference
between the patients who underwent exenteration and who did
not in terms of preoperative and postoperative complications
(p=0.2). There was a significant decrease in the operative time
in patients who did not undergo exenteration (280 min. and
345 min., p<0.05) (Table 2).
Table 2. Characteristics of cases with and without anterior vaginal
exenteration
Patients with
exenteration
(n=11)

Patients without
exenteration
(n=20)

P

Mean age (years)

68

59

0.08

Table 1. Demographic and pathological characteristics of women
who underwent radical cystectomy

Mean follow-up period,
months

10

23

0.1

Parameters (n=31)

Pathological stage
63

T0

-

2

-

19

T1

2

4

0.1

Pathological stage

T2

7

6

0.2

T0

2

T3

3

6

0.2

T1

6

T4

1

-

-

T2

13

Lymph node positivity

2

2

0.1

T3

9

1

0.1

1

Ureter surgical border
involvement

1

T4
Lymph node positivity

4

Urethral involvement

-

-

-

Ureter surgical border involvement

2

Genital organ involvement

3

-

-

Urethral involvement

-

345

280

0.05*

Genital organ involvement

3

Mean operative time,
minutes

Mean operative time, minutes

303

The number of cases with
complications

6

9

0.2

Mean age (years)
Mean follow-up period, months
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Ileal conduit method was preferred as urinary diversion in all
cases. No urethral surgical margin involvement was observed in
any of the cases, whereas ureteral lower end involvement was
observed in two cases. Lymph node involvement was positive in
four cases. Demographic and pathological evaluation of all cases
is summarized in Table 1.

Discussion
In the treatment of muscle-invasive bladder cancer in women,
radical cystectomy and bilateral pelvic lymph node dissection
as well as anterior exenteration, which is surgical removal of
uterus, upper 1/3 of vagina, tuba and ovaries, is accepted as
the standard approach (8,9). While radical cystoprostatectomy
is the gold standard treatment approach in men as 25% of
prostate cancers are associated with invasive bladder cancer,
anterior exenteration is still the standard practice despite the
low rates of accompanying gynecological cancer in women.
In studies conducted on this subject, the involvement is found
to be in the range of 2.6% to 5% (5). In the study conducted
by Chang et al. (9), this rate was determined as 7.5% and
the authors concluded that anterior exenteration should be
performed only in suspicious cases after screening gynecological
organs radiologically and pathologically before surgery. In a
limited number of studies on this subject, it has been reported
that genital organ involvement should be investigated with
radiological evaluation, smear samples and random vaginal
biopsies in patients with planned gynecological organ sparing
surgery before cystectomy, and anterior exenteration procedure
should be performed in suspected cases (5,8,10). In a study
conducted in our country, genital organ involvement was
observed in three (18.7%) of 16 female cystectomy cases
and anterior exenteration was added to radical cystectomy by
detecting gynecologic organ involvement in two of these cases.
However, in one case, vaginal cancer was found to be secondary
primary, although there was a negative finding in terms of genital
organ involvement in preoperative scans (8). In our study, two of
the 11 patients who underwent exenteration had genital organ
involvement and one had simultaneous ovarian tumor. While
genital organs were radiologically examined preoperatively in
all cases, vaginal smear sampling was performed additionally
to 13 of them and exenteration was performed in one case
diagnosed with CIN-2. In this case, vaginal cuff involvement
was observed pathologically. In the other patient with organ
involvement, perivesical region and genital organ involvement
were detected radiologically. Peripheral organ involvement was
observed in the final pathology and it was reported as stage 4b.
In one case, anterior exenteration was performed according to
the preference of the surgeon without any suspicious condition
in the preoperative scans and ovarian carcinoma was detected
in this case. In cases where exenteration was not performed, no
uroepithelial related genital organ tumor was detected during
follow-up. When the literature is reviewed, it is reported that
genital organ involvement is common in lymph node positivity,
high-grade bladder tumor, bladder posterior wall involvement
and bladder neck tumors and genital organ sparing should be
avoided in these cases (5,8). A similar presentation was observed
in our results. There was no gynecologic malignancy in the
follow-up period of the patients who did not have preoperative

gynecologic involvement and who did not undergo anterior
exenteration.
Performing anterior exenteration may lead to prolongation of
operation, increased surgical morbidity and postoperative sexual
dysfunction (11). Similar techniques have been developed
in women, such as the prostate-sparing radical cystectomy
technique in men, to protect sexual dysfunction (12,13).
Kolodziej et al. (13) reported a 27-year-old case who experienced
pregnancy after genital organ-sparing radical cystectomy, and
therefore emphasized the importance of protecting genital
organs, especially in young patients considering sexual activity.
Procedures such as early hormonal manipulations and oocyte
freezing can be performed after surgery to prevent acute
early menopause and fertility loss in patients. In our study,
postoperative sexual dysfunction status could not be evaluated.
However, it was found that the patients who underwent
exenteration were older, and in the comparison, it was found
that the operative time was significantly longer in the patients
who underwent exenteration, and similarities were observed in
surgical complications.

Conclusion
In conclusion, although the main principle of invasive bladder
cancer surgery is eradication of tumor tissue, it is a condition that
the sexual functions of the patients and therefore their quality of
life should be maintained. Simultaneous anterior exenteration
during radical cystectomy is beneficial in cases where there is no
expectation of advanced sexual function or fertility to prevent
gynecological cancers that may develop simultaneously or later.
In cases where genital organ conservative radical cystectomy
is decided, preoperative radiological evaluation and smear or
vaginal random biopsy sampling should be performed.
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